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What is the TenFold™ System?
The CMC TenFold System is based on the principle of
forced pressurized air drying. The process is derived from a
combination of products working together. Heat reduces test
weight, quality, and feed value–that’s why our system uses
no heat.
TenFold uses 8 key components:
• Harvest Time
• Grain Spreader-Level Peak | Distribute Fines
• No-Fines Platform • Quality Air Seal
• Keho Air Pumps • Solid Flashing
• Proper Venting
• BIN-SENSE Grain Management
Together these components deliver the most effective means
of drying in the industry by the use of electrical energy.
Choose an investement that fit’s you needs and make you grain
worth more with CMC.
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Harvest Time
Getting your grain out of the ﬁeld and into a controlled environment is critical. TenFold
encourages harvesting at a higher moisture level rather than waiting on Mother Nature to
dry your grain down for you.

No-Fines Platform
Our proven double louvered ﬂoor is the foundation of TenFold. Its unique louvered design
and 18% open surface area are the two main reasons CMC leads the industry in natural
air drying.

Keho Air Pumps
In order to force moisture out of grain, you need a fan with backbone. We recommend a
ratio of 1 CFM per bushel of air ﬂowand grain depths of 20-25 ft - depending on
commodity type.

Proper Venting
With natural air drying, the best scenario on a bin roof is to have no roof. You want to
allow as much air ﬂow as possible out of the top of the grain mass to reduce back
pressure.

Grain Spreader – Level Peak | Distribute Fines
To achieve uniform grain drying the top of your grain mass should have a level peak and
your grain needs to be as clean as possible (2% FM or less).

Quality Air Seal
In order to force air up through the grain, it can’t leak out. A good quality seal is
essential to keep air channeled through the grain mass while keeping water, bugs and
rodents out.

Solid Flashing
With the volume of airﬂow TenFold recommends, channeling its path is a critical step.
CMC uses solid, heavy duty ﬂashing around the No-Fines ﬂoor edge to prevent air from
traveling up the bin wall.

Bin-Sense Grain Management
You can have your bin set-up the correct way, but without knowing or controlling the
conditions inside the grain mass – your equipment is only as good as the operator’s guess.

HARVEST TIME
Getting your grain out of the ﬁeld and into a controlled
environment is critical.
TenFold encourages harvesting at a higher moisture level rather
than waiting on Mother Nature to dry your grain down for you.
Harvesting earlier is different, but it reaps the following beneﬁts:

Standard Beneﬁts:
• Increased harvest window
• Better grain quality and test weight (prevents in-ﬁeld
crop degradation)
• Earlier planting or ﬁeld work (especially in double
crop areas)

At CMC, we are all about airﬂow. For over 3 decades, CMC has continued to work at
improving the design of our ﬂoor, but one thing has remained the same; the NO-FINES
louvered design. CMC’s curing platform is the foundation of CMC’s TenFold
system. Our ﬂoor is the only plank in the industry that features 18% open space on the
face of the ﬂoor with a double - louvered pattern “not perforated or slotted on one side”
where the industry standard is 11%. Our design maximizes the amount of airﬂow
through the grain mass, allowing our growers to cure down commodities at higher
moisture levels. The unique design of the louvered perforations prevent ﬁnes, weed seed
and even the smallest grains like canola from falling through the ﬂoor. They also reduce
kernel blockage which in turn maximizes your airﬂow. With a NO-FINES ﬂoor in your
bin, you can rest assured that you have the leading ﬂoor in the industry to deliver the
fastest dry-down or rehydration of your grain year after year.

Standard Features & Beneﬁts:
• 18% open surface area
• Double louvered design to maximize airﬂow
• Reduced kernel blockage = greater airﬂow, especially in dense crops like canola
• Available to ﬁt any bin “new or old”
• 7” wide plank available in 20 or 18 gauge
• Snap-On ﬂoor supports available in 13 ½” & 17½” in 20 or 18 gauge

TenFold

PROPER VENTING
TenFold

QUALITY AIR SEAL
Before the Floor
In order to force air up through the grain, it can’t
leak out. A good quality seal is essential to keep air
channeled through the grain mass while keeping
water, bugs & rodents out.
That’s why we seal the inside of the bin before the
ﬂoor is installed with a quality sealant that’s not
exposed to the elements.

SOLID FLASHING
Solid Flashing
With the volume of airﬂow TenFold
recommends, channeling its path is a critical
step. CMC uses solid, heavy duty ﬂashing
around the No-Fines ﬂoor edge to prevent air
from traveling up the bin wall.

BIN SENSE is a great tool to monitor and manage your TenFold system or
storage bins by providing simpliﬁed real-time data. It can also identify the
outside air quality so you know when to turn on the fans to achieve your
temperature and moisture targets. Easy to install solar powered devices
allow the user to monitor their grain remotely and send alerts, even if there
is no power on site.

It is available in three different package options to give you ultimate
ﬂexibility for your farms’ grain management needs.

On-site Monitoring

On-site Wireless Monitoring
COMMAND

Fully Automated
Grain Managment
After 30 years of success, there is no doubt that when
people see the CMC logo, they think of quality grain
drying, TenFold, and grain management. When the fall
season arrives and growers have questions – they call
CMC, regardless of where they purchased their bin. Our
knowledgeable team is here to help troubleshoot and
manage your grain. Each year there are many variables
that can change the environment of your grain mass.
Differing ﬁeld conditions with poor areas of grain to
sporadic weather conditions all effect what happens
to your stored grain. Our team’s knowledge and
experience coupled with the BIN SENSE product gives
our growers sound grain management tools and peace
of mind 24/7.
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GRAINX “Command” not only allows you to see what is happening in the grain mass, but the system automatically decides the best
times to run your fans. No more guessing.
How It Works:
The cables and sensors constantly read the moisture and temperature of the grain mass. Its decision to run fans is decided only if the
air on the outside of the bin is productive to cure your grain. Do you know the best time to run your fans? How about to prevent over
drying the bottom 1/3 or your bin? No more guessing. Simply set your target temperature and moisture and let COMMAND do the work.

On-site Bluetooth Grain Monitoring
• Works on any existing Opi-Stormax cable systems as a upgrade
to the handheld monitor
• Local on-site grain monitoring
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Data upload capability
• Smart Phone application
• Simple free app download
BIN SENSE “Direct” is an on-demand handheld grain monitoring tool that uses Bluetooth technology
to transmit temperature and moisture readings directly to your smartphone. The application is Apple
and Android compatible and site data automatically stores to your online account when the device
connects to the internet.

24/7 Wireless Grain Monitoring
• 24/7 Wireless monitoring
• Receive alerts and notiﬁcations sent directly to your mobile phone
• Provides grain storage level and theft security
• Low annual data fee
• Signiﬁcantly less wiring startup costs compared to other brands
• Start/Stop your fans from your smartphone or PC
• Solar and battery powered - No electricity required

BIN SENSE “LIVE” provides real-time wireless grain temperature and moisture monitoring with optional remote fan
control. Grain inventories can be monitored and controlled with a smartphone, tablet, or web browser from anywhere
there is an internet connection.

Standard Features and Benefits:
• Rehydrate Grain – putting more money in your pocket while your grain sits in your bin!
• Control Over-Drying – (electrical loss from over-running fans and grain weight from over-drying)
• Plenum Sensor – measures and conﬁrms the exact temperature and humidity of the air under your bin ﬂoor
before the airﬂow goes hrough the grain mass.
• Weather Station – measures the exact temperature and humidity on the outside of the bin, giving you
accurate EMC measurements.
• Alerts – customize your own alert parameters if desired. Alerts can go to multiple users via text/e-mail.
COMMAND

Upgradeable Systems:
• Opi-Integris – simple plug & play upgrades to GRAINX from Opi-Stormax or Opi Integris Pro.
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by Intragrain

• GrainX Protect can be upgraded to Command.
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BINS FROM MFS
On-Farm grain storage bins from MFS add value, longevity, and reliability to your
grain storage system. 2.66” (narrow) corrugation increases horizontal load strength
and is more resistant to wind damage when compared to 4” (wide) corrugation.
We believe it is the strongest, best-built bin in the industry. Period.
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TenFold System
TenFold Specialist
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INSTALLATION OF BIN SENSE SYSTEM
A CMC ﬁeld technician will install the BIN SENSE system to help manage and monitor the drying process.
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TenFold
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Available in 5” and 7” models to ﬁt 18’ through 48’ diameter bins.
Features include Fiber Drive Wheel, Quick-Attach Motor Mount and
Formed Backboard as standard equipment. Options include
Jack-shaft Reduction Kits, Hydraulic Drives and Sweep Extensions.
This sweep is designed to carry in and out of multiple bins.

The innovative Hutchinson Grain pump lets you move grain with gentle effciency and at
high capacities. It requires less horsepower than air systems and Hutchinson’s en masse
(grain-moving grain) concept causes less damage to grain and needs less maintenance
than traditional conveying systems. The secret is Hutchinson’s unique UHMW paddle,
designed to keep your grain ﬂowing gently and evenly from inlet to discharge.
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We have a fully stocked supply of grain management and storage products and accessories. CMC is here for all your bin needs
year round! Whether you are looking for something in or out of season, we got you covered. With our primary location in West
Fargo, North Dakota, we can have products leave our warehouse today and be on your farm tomorrow!
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CONSTRUCTION

Our mission is serving our customers and growers with honesty, integrity and truth. CMC has always been a
supplier of exceptional products and a leader of equipment that yields quality grain in the industry. We
have taken this same approach to service with an emphasis on quality workmanship.
Today CMC has “Standard Practices” for our contractors to abide by and a “Quality Check” process that is
conducted upon project completion. As a service we are continually investing in training for our people
and technology to ensure our customers’ success.
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CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS

TenFold Bins.
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We design and build project anywhere throughout the U.S. If
you are looking to have a loop added to your existing bins, a
catwalk across your bins, a leg system, or looking for a new
system to ﬁt your farm or business, give us a call today and have
one of our salesmen come meet with you. Let us understand
your needs, how big your labor force is, and what type of system
would give you the most ﬂexibility for your operation. There are
many ways to build systems and design them so that they are
economical to add onto in the future if your farm or business is
expanding.
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Custom Marketing Company (CMC has been a leader in grain management and storage solutions since 1984.
CMC specializes in design, sales, construction and service of grain management and storage systems. We were
the ﬁrst to introduce a revolutionary drying process called called TenFold and it is used by thousands of
farmers across North America today. Our
TenFold Systems are designed to help
farmers retain quality grain and harvest 7-10
days earlier. Whether you are starting a new
bin site or adding to your existing system,
CMC has the right grain storage for your
operation. For 30 years we have served
farmers across 48 states. If you haven’t
heard of CMC or our TenFold Process, we are
willing to bet there is a neighbor not too far
away that has. Give us a call and make your
grain worth more, with CMC.

Call us today!
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